
PRESIDENTS MESSAGE:     Good day fellow club members. Well, time and events have 

certainly changed our perspective. Let’s examine the very name of our club, the Flushing 
Camera Club.                                                                                                                                                 
Flushing – well now, thanks to Zoom video conferencing, and the Flushing Camera Club – 
Public Facebook page, we now have an audience that goes beyond our previous 
geographic area, which was  already one of the most diverse in the nation.                           
Camera –advances in technology have made it possible to carry a capable camera in our 
pocket in the form of a smartphone. This has increased the number and availability of 
cameras. It has democratized picture taking.                                                                                               
Club – Ahh, now that hasn’t changed. We are still a club, defined by Webster’s as “a heavy 
stick used as a weapon…” Oops, not that one. Definition #3, “A group of people united for 
a common purpose.” Although we still cannot meet in person because of COVID, the 
increase in our geographic  area and number of camera’s in peoples hands we are an even 
larger and more inclusive than ever before.                                                                                                        
I hope to expand this circle by increasing our involvement with our affiliate clubs, the 
Photographic Federation of Long Island (PFLI), and the Photographic Society of America 
(PSA). I’m asking for a volunteer to assist Helen and Louise as liaisons to these 
organizations. You will meet interesting people whose knowledge, you will be able to share 
with the rest of us. Yes, we are a club, but more than that we are “a group of friends 
united for a common purpose.         Joe Macaluso 
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Meetings: 7:30 pm, 1st, 3rd, 5th 
Wednesdays at Flushing 
Hospital, conference room on 
5th Fl., 45 Ave & Burling St., 
Flushing. Park on street or in lot 
across the street on Burling 
St..FREE but Parking ticket 
must be validated at the 
Camera Club. Call to confirm 
meeting date and time 
especially in winter AND 
DURING COVID AWARENESS 

Dues: $40.00 for  individuals 

$60.00 per family;$20.00 for students 
up to 23 yrs.old.      

 

 The Flushing Camera Club (FCC) does not endorse the content on any third-party website. FCC is not responsible for the content or result of any dealings with third-

parties. Your use of third-parties or their websites is at your own risk and subject to the terms and conditions of use for such websites. 

 Copyright © 2020-21 Flushing Camera Club, All Rights Reserved.    Any unauthorized use of images contained in this newsletter is strictly prohibited.  

                       In Focus 
  FLUSHING CAMERA CLUB NEWS 
       This is our 50th year ! 

         Member: Photographic Federation of Long Island (PFLI)                                                         
 
         “Together in friendship may we learn the art of photography” 

 

7th—-Critique night   (yes 2 months in a row)                                                                   

21st– Program: Loren Fisher -Light Painting 

Objects Small And Large  

 

3rd–Critique Night                                                              

17th– Program: Scott Dere “Boosting 

Competition Scores To the Next Level”       

31st–Program: Lisa Cuchara -Wabi Sabi-

Finding Beauty In Things That Are Imperfect, 

Impermanent and Incomplete  

Photographic Society of America  (PSA) 



 
From the Editor’s Desk:   Well there is some good news or as they say, light at the end of the 

tunnel.  Staff at our local hospital has been told they do not have to wear masks if they had 

received their vaccines.  With so many already recovered from covid or inoculated some say 

we have already reached herd immunity.  The numbers we are told are way down and 

therefore fewer people one can catch it from.  And now with a third “one shot” vaccine soon 

available I am hopeful we may soon be able to meet face to face and actually see each 

other’s face.  I have already noticed a number of photographers out and about.  They were  

at Nickerson Beach, Fire Island lighthouse and marching around Oakland lake.  Now that the 

weather is warming it is a great feeling to be out with a camera when the temperature is in 

the high 40’s on a sunny windless day.  Think vitamin D.  By the way the swans, ducks of all 

species and geese are willing subjects at Oakland Lake.  Now on to our newsletter:  On page 

3 we have a story by Tony Coppeta and an article on the latest PFLI Sunday lecture.  Page 4 

contains our PFLI scores and the latest  member spotlight column. Page 5 has our 

competition standings and an article by Tim Grey. On page 6 are our Images of the Month.  

On pages7 to 9 are the images submitted by members for the topic “Snow in my                           

And page 10 is another Russ Burden tip.  Sad to say that below is a report on the passing of 

great and valued members, Archie Reyes. May he rest in peace.                          
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Archie Reyes rest in peace.  We just recently learned that our long time member 

Archie Reyes succumbed to a long time illness.  He passed away in January.   

Tony Coppeta learned of this and notified us. He wrote:  I met Archie in 2014 as a 

returning member. He also was President of his Philippine camera club. He came to 

meetings, after heart surgery in 2016, followed by kidney failure two years after. He 

was living only due to weekly dialysis. One of his days was on Wednesday’s and so he 

stopped coming to meetings there after. I might have seen him at only 3 meetings 

when he was able. That did not stop Archie from Competition!  Every month he would 

send in his two images.  Some of his images won IOM, and awards at EOY parties. His 

PC crashed in 2018, and he would email me his images to be re-sized and send them 

to competition. I even downloaded Elements on a laptop for him, but it was too easy to 

ask me to resize for him through the years. We had lunch, and breakfast together 

during his hardest times. We were going to meet for breakfast again so I could 

personally present him with his Latest award. This Pandemic took away many souls, 

and changed our lives forever.  He was a good friend, and great photographer.  He will 

be missed.  RIP  Tony Coppeta. 

All FCC is deeply saddened by Archie’s passing but let us celebrate the time we knew 

him and his accomplishments as a member, a photographer and a friend.  God Bless. 

Joe C.                                                                                                                                                

Archie’s gallery of his images is on the club web site. 

      New camera                                            

New  computer                             

Faster memory cards 

Software  Photoshop                        

Plug ins                            

Lightroom                                      

Larger memory cards 

More software  /plug ins 

“photoJoe” Crupi 

Neighborhood”.   

another of our 



Reminder: Our May 5th competition has a specific subject “Leaves” 
All images entered, including makeups, must meet that criteria. 
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A story by Tony Coppeta:  After taking 

the photo of this bird, I was met by a young 

man in a yellow jacket. He introduced 

himself as a US Marine Vet. Visiting his 

grandparents. He saw that I was 

photographing the birds in the small tree, 

and asked if I could take a photo of him. I 

immediately replied,”sure, can you step to 

this spot where the sun can light you up”. 

Just like the sparrow, the sun placed a nice 

golden glow on the man. Being a Vet.I made 

him a nice portrait with the addition of an 

American flag. Yes, I even put a smile on his 

face! He loved it! This all happened in less 

than 30 minutes!! The bird capture, and the 

young man’s portrait session!  

Congratulations to Tony Siciliano who as of the last PFLI competition is awarded PFLI “ALL STAR”  in B Digital.  

For those who are not aware this is not an easy accomplishment.  Dick Hunt explains it as an award given to 

the 1st, 2nd and 3rd place averages in each category..... CPA, CPB, BWA, BWB, DPA, DPB, CRE and BW 

provided you had at least 5 entries and an average of 23 or better.  

Another great PFLI Sunday lecture:                          
On Sunday, February 7, at 1:00 PM, on Zoom PFLI  hosted 

speaker  Don Komarechka, who presented his program 

"Macro Photography: The Universe at Our Feet".                                                                                                       

Don is a Landscape, Macro, and Nature photographer, based 

in Ontario, Canada.  He teaches and conducts workshops, 

and has published a book: "Sky Crystals: Unraveling the 

Mysteries of Snowflakes".                                                                             

The Royal Canadian Mint, in 2017, produced a limited edition 

pure silver $20.00 coin featuring one of Don's snowflake 

images. His work has also been featured at the Canadian 

Science and Technology Museum.  

He worked with the BBC to create title footage for the documentary "Forces of Nature", and is credited as one of the macro 

photographers for the Discovery Channel documentary "Mosquito".   He also contributed to the National Geographic Network 

series "One Strange Rock".                                                                                                                                                                                    

Don says: "Photography is about sharing your unique view of the world with others --- without words", and "I like to see the 

world through my camera in ways I cannot normally see with my own eyes."   His excellent images can be seen at his 

website:  www.donkom.ca 

Don’s amazing images of frozen bubbles, snow flakes and more were presented just in time for viewers to run outside and 

attempt to use his instructions in capturing some of nature’s often unseen beauty. 

“Photography is a way of  feeling, of touching, of loving. What you have 

caught on film is captured forever…it remembers little things, long after 

you have forgotten everything.” - Aaron Sussman  

http://www.donkom.ca/


 

A few years ago, my good friend, Joe Macaluso, asked me to joint him to peruse a 

camera club that a friend of his mentioned he might be interested in. I was a bit 

intrigued, so I joined him for the meeting that evening. Previously, I enjoyed taking 

photos with my iPhone or my Cannon camera, that I purchased the day before my 

wife, Donna, and I trekked off to a wedding in Positano, Italy, in 2000. During the 

eight-hour trip to Italy, I read the manual and got familiar with the camera.  

The Cannon didn’t have interchangeable lenses, so I was all set and kept it on automatic mostly. Since then, I’ve migrated 

to a Nikon and have learned so much at the FCC meetings concerning the art of taking and manipulating images. Most of 

all, I also learned that the members of the FCC are extremely friendly and welcoming.  

     Judges - Joanna Gazzola - Mike DiRenzo - Michelle Hennessy -  

 CRE (NOV) Edward X           flower (1)                             20 

 CRE (NOV) Tony Sicilliano  A Classic Beauty v5 (1)        20 

 CRE (NOV) Bill Mclern        Funeral for a Friend-1          21 

 CRE  A Hickey                       Flower Swirl-2 (1)               22 

 CREII  Edward X                    photoshooting (1)              20 

 CREII  Joe Macaluso              Fist (1)                               21 

 CREII  Tony Sicilliano           Memories Of Paris              21 

 CREII  Tony Coppeta             Bird on a Smoke (1)           21 

 CREII  Bill Mclernon              Electric Bulbs (1)               22 

    

 DBW (NOV) Tony Sicilliano   Classic Chevy Truck          21 

 DBW (NOV) Edward X            BWSunrise (1)                  22 

 DBW (NOV) Bill Mclernon     Time Machine (1)             24 

 DBW  Bernie Gellman           Ronne Denmark (1)         20 

 DBW  A Hickey                        Pot of Water-2 (1)           23 

 DBWII  Joe Macaluso            Robot (1)                           19 

 DBWII  Bill Mclernon             3 Lifegard Chairs (1)        20 

 DBWII  Edward X                   BWOculus-1 (1)                22 

 DBWII  Tony Sicilliano          Pathway To Peace (1)       22 

 

DPA (NOV) Tony Coppeta    Russian Princess (1)              21 

 DPA  Joe Crupi                     Zion Cactus                            21 

 DPA  Lucy Pearce               Man At Work (1)                      21 

 DPA  Ken Whitehead          What should I have for lunch 23 

 DPA  Tony Coppeta             Honeybee                                24 

 

 DPB (NOV) Louise Destefano It's Mine 2 (1)                      21 

 DPB (NOV) Bill Mclernon        Saint Nick (1)                       21 

 DPB (NOV) Tony Sicilliano      Water Lilly Abstract             23 

 DPB (NOV) Edward X               hawk (1)                              24 

 

 DPB  Bill Mclernon               Blowing in the Wind (1)         20 

 DPBII  Joe Macaluso             Weel R (1)                              21 

 DPBII  Edward X                     Brooklynbridge-1                    21 

 DPBII  Joe Macaluso             Fender R (1)                            21 

 DPBII  Louise Destefano      Clematis (1)                             22 

 DPBII  A Hickey                      Mardi Gras (1)                        24 

 DPBIII  Tony Sicilliano            Saint Thomas Sunset (1)      22 

From day one, even before Joe, Rick and I became members the longtime members went out of their way to take us under 

their wings and help mentor us. I enjoy their friendly greetings at every meeting and the friendly banter that comes with 

making good friends. I was fortunate Joe invited me that evening to check-out the FCC and its welcoming members. I am 

grateful for the friendships that I made over the past few years and hope that they will continue for years to come. I am 

proud to consider all the members of the FCC my friends. I ‘ve made some special bonds here at the FCC, which makes 

my hobby of photography even more special. I always felt one must give back to any organization they join and coupled 

with my admiration for FCC I happily accepted my present position in the club as Vice President.                                                     

Happy clicking and happy collecting those special FCC friends and photos and tips.   Bill McLernon  

        FCC 

  SPOTLIGHT 

Periodically we try to get you to know about one of our members and 

feature them in this “spotlight” column.  This month we focus on our Vice 

President Bill McLernon.  Bill enjoys shooting land, city & waterscapes, 

flowers, birds & animals, food and anything interesting. Here he tells us 

his journey to FC C. 
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Louise DeStefano  6 12.5 

Sharon Jackson  6 9.5 

Bill McLernon  6 9.5 

Joe Macaluso  6 5 

Edward Xu  2 4 

Archie Reyes  2 3 

A Grpup                                         Total Points 

Frederick Mark  5  6.5 

David Aliono  4  6 

B Group                                         Total Points 

Bernard Huang 6 17 

Joe Crupi  6 15 

Ann Hickey      6 15 

Tony Siciliano 6 14 

Ken Whitehead 6 14 

Roy Woelfel 6 13.5 

Sheree Lin 6 13.5 

Tony Coppeta       5 12 

Martin Fleischer 6 10.5 

Lucy Pearce 5 9 

Bernie Gellman 5 9 

Terry Chen 2 4 

Helen Repstad  2 3.5 

Salon Group                                          Total Points 

 

 

Tony Siciliano  3 8 

Ann Hickey     3 8 

Bill McLernon  3 6.5 

Tony Coppeta   2 4 

Joe Macaluso  2 4 

Bernie Gellman  1 2 

Helen Repstad  1 1.5 

Marty Fleischer  1 1 

Creative                                       Total Points 

 

Joe Crupi     3 8.5 

Ann Hickey          3 6 

Tony Siciliano  3 4.5 

Ken Whitehead     3 4 

Bill McLernon  3 4 

Tony Coppeta   3 4 

Martin Fleischer  2 3.5 

Joe Macaluso  3 3 

Roy Woelfel  2 2.5 

David Aliono  1 2 

Helen Repstad  1 1.5 

Frederick Mark  1 1.5 

Edward Xu  1 1.5 

Bernie Gellman  1 1.5 

Black & White                                          Total Points 
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Judge: Harvey Augenbraun 

Why is a stitched panorama said to be preferable to a good wide-angle lens ?                                                                                                                                     

The two key advantages to a composite panorama compared to a wide-angle capture of the same general                                                                                   

scene is higher resolution and less lens distortion .                                                                                                                                                        
The overall perspective, or relationship between the various objects in a scene, is in large part defined by                                                                     

your distance from the scene. Therefore, if you photograph a scene from a given position, for the most part                                                         

you will capture the same perspective regardless of the lens used.                                                                                                                              

In other words, you could either use a telephoto lens to extract a detail from a scene, or you could crop a wide-angle photo to extract the same 

detail, and the overall perspective will be the same for both images.                                                                                                                          

Of course, if you're cropping a wide-angle photo rather than capturing the same scene with a telephoto lens, you'll end up with fewer pixels in 

the cropped image. This addresses the first benefit of a composite panorama compared to a wide-angle photo. To over-simplify a bit, if a 

composite panorama consists of five frames, the resulting image will have somewhere around four times more pixels across compared to a 

wide-angle capture of the same scene, taking into account some overlap between frames for the composite panorama.                                  

So, I would say that the primary reason to capture a composite panorama rather than a single wide-angle photo would be to produce an image 

of higher resolution. This enables the final image to be printed at a considerably larger size than the single wide-angle capture would allow.   

In addition, wide-angle lenses generally have more distortion than lenses with a longer focal length. That means you can generally get an 

image that is more accurate with less distortion using a composite panorama technique as opposed to capturing a single frame with a wide-

angle lens.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

In some cases, a photographer may want to have the unique "distorted" view that can be created by a wide-angle lens. But when you want to 

avoid distortion and produce a final image that can be printed as large as possible, creating a composite panorama will help you achieve 

these goals.       Tim Grey                                              https://www.greylearning.com/bundles/classpass-online-workshops-2021 

 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001xBCj26Qg5Lrq-1n6FHMOoyst71TIC-dtD93oUEMUCHfiVnh7F0Fv3uIYT9VfSsV7NQ0mJ59lHzq6b7doyJt-4UF6GZMw_LK2hgVndG67blX1bkwr6EV5r4bWoekfLLQ64FeO2m6xlq9XH49HssyayMGTYXiz1JlSNdM6AMMtjjNWq_O-EGzaI2fXw3HVCJwjG-S2AiglVq0=&c=tev0dY6cql70NDH1x8RLw


Salon Group      "swallowing fish”   Bernard Huang  

Creative   "Dalhia Swirl"      Ann Hickey 

B Group 

"Ponte 

Vecchio” 

David Aliono  

A Group     "Clematis”     Louise Destefano 

B&W   

“Parenting”                    

Joe Crupi  
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This month members share images they took in their snowy neighborhoods. Enjoy. 

Tony Coppeta 

Joe Macaluso 

Robert Kuhlmann 

Joe Crupi 
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Tony Siciliano 

Terry Chen 

Tony 

Coppeta 

Terry Chen 
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Tony Siciliano 
Joe Crupi 

Bernard Huang 

Bernard Huang 
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  To learn more about this subject, join me on one of my photo tours or safaris.                                                                                                    

Please visit www.russburdenphotography.com to get more information 

Stay focused! 
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WELCOME to another new member Elliot 

Friedman  He was introduced to our club 

by his neighbor Louise DeStefano. After 

listening to her rambling about FCC for a 

year he finally decided to visit and then 

join us.  Welcome aboard Elliot. 

No Bull....seye:  Is Centering Appropriate?                                                                                                                              

When I first started making photographs, I did what most budding photographers do with their subjects - I placed 

them dead center and included a lot of compositional junk to surround them. As I progressed and learned more, I 

took more pictures, joined a camera club, studied great photos and I realized what an OOPS this was. As 

photography evolved, along came autofocus and did that ever create a profusion of dead centered compositions. 

The focus point was set dead center in the viewfinder so many photographers succumbed to place the subject in 

the middle of the frame and not bother to recompose the image. Thankfully, camera manufacturers saw what 

was going on and created multi sensor and moveable focus points.                                                                   

Compositionally, it’s better to place the main subject using the rule of thirds. If you create an imaginary tic tac 

toe board in your viewfinder, where the lines intersect are known as power points and correspond to the rule of 

thirds. Place the main subject at one of the four points of intersection. The choice is determined by what 

surrounds the subject in addition to if the subject is moving. If the peripheral environment has distractions and 

clutter, place the subject at a different intersection and see if the composition is improved.  

With wildlife photography, the direction in which the subject moves 

or looks needs to be taken into account. If it moves or looks toward 

the left, place the subject in one of the power points on the RIGHT 

side of the photo. This provides “room” for the animal to gaze and/or 

move through the image without having it awkwardly “bump” the 

edge of the frame.                                                                         

There are many guidelines in photography which make sense but 

that doesn’t make them gospel. By all means, the rule of thirds 

works. I incorporate it into the vast majority of my images but I also 

want to point out that breaking a guideline can prove successful. 

This being said, first apply the basics and then deviate from it to 

experiment with something different              


